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Pack A Punch
Alexis Persani
Paris-based artist and self-taught graphic 
designer Alexis Persani’s visual alphabet 
and richly textured typography is powerful 
to say the least. Titled Creativ Alphabet, 
this series of Persani’s graphic work 
embraces a glossy 3D landscape, with a 
surreal but delectable, mouth-watering 
and buoyant composition. Persani’s text 
follows a similar aesthetic and heavy-
duty communicative style to New York-
based animator, and producer of trippy 
gifs, Zolloc (Hayden Zezula). In Zolloc’s 
looped scenes, faceless figures with 
doughy limbs emerge out of rich pastel 
landscapes. Both Persani and Zolloc 
are pushing the boundaries of graphic 
communication, inciting taste and touch 
through images bound in wild textures.

Dessein
The Piemen
Launched in 2012, the mandate for Dessein Furniture has been 
to deliver original, accessible and Australian design furniture  to 
customers across contract and retail markets. Their latest series, 
titled The Pieman Collection unites a cohort of serious up-and-
coming and admired Australian talent: Tom  Fereday, Simon 
Ancher, Nathan Day and Marcus Piper. 

The collection’s namesake is Lake Pieman in Tasmania, where its 
timber has been sourced. Each log is tagged and can be traced back 
to the global positioning of the lake, a man-made reservoir created 
by the damming of the Pieman River on the west coast of Tasmania. 
“The Pieman Collection is actually a physical engagement with 
the timber, the quality of this material and the story behind its 
origin,” says Dessein founder Michele Chow. Amongst the locally 
manufactured collection is a chair by Fereday, shelves by Ancher, 
and a set of objects from Piper. 
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